OVERVIEW
ReliaQuest, LLC a pioneer in IT security solutions, ensures organizations remain secure and compliant as the IT world changes; empowering IT professionals with the latest relevant security technology innovations and services that simplify often complex interactions between security, risk and compliance in order to minimize loss of data, business disruptions and reputation. ReliaQuest is currently seeking a recent College Graduate to begin immediately in a SOC Analyst role. The position will require monitoring and resolving unique, complex, enterprise environments to deliver strategic cyber security solutions to internal and external customers (commercial and federal projects across the U.S. with Fortune 1000 and various government agencies/organizations).

Roles and Responsibilities
- Technical training will be provided and guidance in best practices of security solutions/applications.
- Work to monitor customers' networks including SIEM, IDS, IPS, Firewall, Windows/Linux servers, routers, switches, etc.
- Identify and eliminate viruses, malware, and any other potentially unwanted programs.
- Test the effectiveness of security controls and procedures in order to identify areas of improvement.
- This individual will have the opportunity to become trained and certified on specific security technologies such as SIEM Tools to not only become a technical expert but will also have the opportunity to present these unique technologies to internal and external customers.
- Will actively participate in researching trends and current countermeasures for cyber security vulnerabilities, exploits, and other malicious activity.
- Provide internal support for day to day IT operations.

Education and Qualifications
- Bachelor Degree in a Computer Science related field
- Understanding of Networking and Security concepts is required
- Clean background and US Citizenship
- Great attitude, energy, and effort

Preferred Skills
Knowledge of SIEM, Firewall, IDS & IPS Technologies is highly preferred.

How to Apply
Send Cover Letters and Resumes to Jimmy Benoit at jbenoit@reliaquest.com.